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Collective Strategy







Common Threads



The 
Story



Sense of Belonging



Genuine Need



Real Relationships



Pride in Community



“Leadership is the art of giving 
people a platform for 

spreading ideas that work.”  

― Seth Godin, Tribes: We Need You to Lead Us



Deepening Personal 
Connection

• Re-affirming personal identity 

• Increasing valued knowledge, skills, or access to 
resources 

• Strengthening personal connections 

• Providing a unique experience 

• Offering intrinsic value



Making it Real
• Who’s your community                                                     

- who knows? who cares? who can?  

• What are your unique assets                                           
- history? experience? knowledge? nature?  

• Celebrate your assets with your community                    
- tell stories, host events, take the lead 

• Document it & track progress                                                                     
- This is how the word gets out about your 
community



Community Building Tips

• Articulate your strategy.  

• Start a mailing list and build it all the time. 

• Understand your measures of success and 
measure them. 

• Be a leader of your most important cause. 

• Be bold, put your community out there.



Tapping into the 
Community - 
Collective Marketing



Collective Marketing
• Listen 
• Create a bold vision 
• Engage community to help shape vision 
• Tell your story 
• Map it out - communications plan, resource 

sharing, etc. 
• Have roles and responsibilities 
• Share the successes & challenges 
• Continue listening and re-evaluating 





Where Thrift Stores Fit 



Beyond the millions of  secondhand goods given new life 
with new owners, the result of  the rise of  the thrift shop has 
been “unprecedented profitability” for Christian community 

organizations. Perhaps more transformational, though — 
and certainly more controversial — is the impact such stores 
have had on humanitarianism: the thrift store, more than any 
other analogue, “linked charity to capitalism decades before 

the ‘nonprofit sector’ had been so designated.” 
!

Source: “Not Charity, but a Chance”: Philanthropic Capitalism and the Rise of American Thrift Stores, 1894-1930” by Jennifer Le Zotte, New England Quarterly, June 2013.



+ Sense of Belonging 

+ Genuine Need  

+ Real relationships 

+ Pride in Community

Where Thrift Stores Fit



Making the Connection
• Move to more sustainable living                                                                                                           

- Why buy new when there’s an abundance of used?                                                                       
- Why throw out clothes when someone else can use them?  

• Joy of the find                                                                                                                                          
- Only one of that special item, just for you                                                                                         
- The smaller the community, the better the potential finds 

• Act of Rebellion                                                                                                                                       
- Avid “thrifters” not as concerned with the mainstream culture 

• Community Hub                                                                                                                                      
- Many touch points: donations, supporting local causes, selling goods, 
employing local people 

• Good business model                                                                                                                       
- Low to no Cost of Goods Sold
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Who We Are

Our Values

Unite is one of the first Marketing Co-operatives in Western Canada.  This 
model helps us deliver high quality marketing solutions by bringing together 
highly experienced professionals in marketing, strategy, social medial, design, 
web development, video production, and other services on-demand.  Our 
mission is to help positive messages spread and purpose driven organizations 
succeed through strategic marketing, creative ideas, and high-quality media.

Community

Sustainability

Worthwhile 
Effort

Collaboration

Creativity

Fairness

Love & Respect



Fred Reibin 
fred.reibin@unitecoop.com 
@fredreibin

Thank You!

www.unitecoop.com

Victor Das 
victor.das@unitecoop.com 
@victordas
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